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A closed-form expression is obtained for the time evolution of the territory covered byN
independently diffusing particles starting from the origin in one-dimension, with and without bias.
For the latter case, the transcendental-approximation derived is essentially exact foranynumber of
particles. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!50208-0#

INTRODUCTION

The number of distinct sites visited by a random walker
is considered one of the basic properties in lattice random
walks.1 In one-dimension, the ‘‘number of sites’’ is equiva-
lent to the ‘‘span’’ of a diffusion process namely, to the fur-
thest point from the origin visited by timet. In the continu-
ous limit, the average span is closely related to the first
moment in extrema statistics.2,3

In recent years there has been growing interest in gener-
alizing the one particle result toN independent particles.4–10

Specifically, the asymptotic largeN and larget behavior has
been considered using often involved mathematics. In the
absence of bias, it is clear that the number of sites visited on
the line is asymptoticallyAt ln N. However, only one work9
claims to obtain the correct prefactor for this term, and none
have obtained a correction term or compared with the exact
integral. In the presence of bias~e.g., an external field! the
mathematical analysis becomes considerably more complex.7

While in principle this is just a problem in integration, in
practice the most compact and accurate route for its evalua-
tion remains obscure.

The present work focuses on the continuous limit, in
which we obtain accurate approximations for the average
N-particle span in one-dimension with and without bias. Us-
ing the most pedestrian approach, based on the observation
that theN-particle survival probability tends asymptotically
to a step-function, we derive a transcendental equation
whose solution coincides asymptotically with the exact inte-
gral. For free-diffusion ~bias-less case!, matching this
N-particle solution with that of a single-particle yields an
approximation which is uniformly valid forany number of
particles.

I. GENERAL

ConsiderN independent random walkers on the line, all
initially located at the origin. With time, the particles diffuse
away ~diffusion coefficientD!. The maximal distance that
any of the particles has achieved from the origin in the1x
direction by time t is the ~one-sided! span,SN(t), of the
N-particle random walk. Denote byGN(tur ) the probability
thatno particlereaches a distancer from the origin by time
t. Thus 12GN(tur ) is the probability that at least one walker
has reachedx5r by time t. In the continuous limit, the prob-

ability density for reaching a distance betweenr and r1dr
is 2d(12GN)/dr5dGN /dr, which is therefore the prob-
ability density for theN-particle span.

We are interested in estimating the mean distance~aver-
age span! covered by the diffusing particles in the1x direc-
tion. Averagingr with respect todGN /dr gives

^SN~ t !&5E
0

`

~dGN~ tur !/dr !rdr5E
0

`

@12GN~ tur !#dr.

~1!

The second equality follows from integration by parts, using
12GN(tur )→0 for r→`. It could also be deduced directly,4

since a fraction 12GN of the population contributes an ad-
ditional incrementdr to the span. It is amusing to note that
Eq. ~1! is completely analogous to the definition of the mean
lifetime, t, which is given by1

t52E
0

`

~dGN~ tur !/dt!tdt5E
0

`

GN~ tur !dt. ~2!

This follows because the probability density of the lifetime
is dGN /dt.

For N-independent particles the calculation simplifies
considerably, since

GN~ tur !5GN~ tur !, ~3!

where G[G1 is the single-particle survival probability. It
represents the probability of a particle, having started a dis-
tancer from the origin att50 to survive absorption at the
origin up to timet. Suppose one knows the probability den-
sity, p(x,tur ), which solves the appropriate diffusion equa-
tion subject to an absorbing boundary at the origin,

p~0,t !50, ~4!

and an initial delta-function condition

p~x,0ur !5d~x2r !, r.0. ~5!

The probability of surviving absorption is then

G~ tur !5E
0

`

p~x,tur !dx. ~6!

In simple cases analytic expressions forp(x,tur ) are
available, so that the derivation becomes an exercise in inte-
gration. In the present communication we concentrate on the
Smoluchowski equation for diffusion in a linear potential
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]p~x,tur !

]t
5D

]

]x
exp~2mx!

]

]x
exp~mx!p~x,tur !, ~7!

wherem is a measure of the bias. Forr.0, m.0 biases the
diffusion process towards the origin, decreasing the survival
probability.

The strategy of the derivation is simple and straightfor-
ward. G(tur ), calculated from Eq.~6!, increases monotoni-
cally with r : from 0 atr50 to 1 at infinity. For any function
with this property, theN’th power approaches a step function

GN~ tur !→H 0, r,r *

1, r.r *
~8!

as N→`. SinceG(tur ) tends to unity only at infinity,r *
tends to infinity with increasingN ~and t!. In the limit of
largeN, Eq. ~1! reduces to

^SN~ t !&5r * ~N,t !. ~9!

As the derivative of a step-function, the probability density
for the span ofN independent particles approaches a delta-
function

dGN /dr→d~r2^SN~ t !&!, ~10!

asN→`. This was suggested~without proof! in Ref. 10.
The location,r * , of the step is estimated by the point of

maximal slope

05
d2GN~ tur !

dr2 U
r5r*

, ~11!

namely, we demand that atr5r *

G~ tur !
d2G~ tur !

dr2
1~N21!S dG~ tur !

dr D 250. ~12!

Evidently, the above criterion is only applicable forN.1,
since erf(x) has no inflection point at a finite value ofx.

In the limit of largeN, ^SN(t)& is easily calculated from
Eqs.~9! and ~12! givenG[G1 . We demonstrate this proce-
dure below. Matching this solution with the analytic result
for N51, generates a useful approximation over the whole
range ofN.

II. FREE DIFFUSION

Consider first the free diffusion case,m50. The solution
of Eq. ~7! with the boundary and initial conditions of Eqs.~4!
and ~5!, respectively, are given by11

p~x,tur !5~4pDt !1/2 ~exp@2~x2r !2/4Dt#

2exp@2~x1r !2/4Dt# !. ~13!

The integral in Eq.~6! is then

G~ tur !5erf~z!, ~14!

where erf is the error function12 and we define

z[r /A4Dt. ~15!

In the caseN51 the integral overr in Eq. ~1! is analytical,
giving13,6,8

^S1~ t !&5~4Dt !1/2E
0

`

erfc~z!dz5~4Dt/p!1/2. ~16!

For N@1 we invoke the approximation in Eq.~9!.
From the condition~12! on the second derivative of

GN , we obtain the following transcendental equation

~N21!e2z* 25Apz* erf~z* !. ~17!

For largeN, z* will be large and one could replaceN21 by
N and erf(z* ) by 1. Thus Eq.~17! reduces to

Ne2z* 25Apz* . ~18!

This approximation is actually valid up to thesecondterm in
the asymptotic expansion12 erf(x);12exp(2x2)/xAp, as can
be verified by inserting it into Eq.~17!.

While Eq. ~18! was not meant to be valid forN51, it is
approximately obeyed even in this limit. Indeed, forN51
the right-hand side~r.h.s.! is Apz*51, as may be verified
from the exact solution, Eqs.~15! and~16!. Under these con-
ditions, the l.h.s. gives exp(21/p)50.73, which is not that
different from unity. We make use of this property to gener-
alize our derivation to arbitraryN.

WhenN is small,z* may not be sufficiently large for the
approximation erf(z* )51 to hold. Let us then define a pa-
rametera by

a[p@erf~z* !#2. ~19!

Since 0,erf(x),1, we expect 0,a,p. With this notation,
Eq. ~17! becomes

Ne2z* 25Aaz* . ~20!

Since for largeN ~hence largez* ) the solution of Eq.~20!
becomes independent ofa, one has the freedom of choosing
a so it satisfies this equation also forN51. Inserting
z*51/Ap into Eq. ~20! gives

a5p exp~22/p!51.66, ~21!

which, as we shall see, is an excellent approximation.
The transcendental equation~20! may be further simpli-

fied to yield an explicit expression forz* . To a first approxi-
mation,z* 2' ln N in both limits ofN→1 andN→`. This
means that the r.h.s. of Eq.~20! is of order unity. Indeed, if
N51 then Aaz*5Aa/p50.73, while say, forN5106,
Aa ln N54.8 which is unity as compared withN. Substitut-
ing z*5Aln N in the r.h.s. of Eq.~20! gives

z*'Aln N2 lnAa ln N. ~22!

Using Eqs. ~9! and ~15!, the final result for the mean
N-particle span iŝSN(t)&/A4Dt5z* .

Figure 1 compares the above approximation with the ex-
act numerical integration of Eq.~1!. It is seen that the tran-
scendental equation~20! with a from Eq. ~21! is essentially
exact forany number of particles, while the additional ap-
proximation in Eq.~22! is just slightly worse. It is amusing
to note that ana8 calculated from Eq.~19! rather than from
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Eq. ~21! namely,a85p erf2(1/Ap)51.0, produces a very
good agreement between the approximation in Eq.~22! and
the exact numerical integral.

In comparison with Eq.~22!, previous work has only
derived theAln N dependence without a prefactor or a cor-
rection term,4,5 which does not allow comparison with the
exact result in Fig. 1. More recently, a prefactor has been
obtained9 e.g., z*5A2p ln N/e50.92Aln N. This result is
quite reasonable for an approximation not involving a cor-
rection term. It intersects the exact curve with a slightly too
small a slope, 0.92. The prefactor 1.0 in Eq.~22! is observ-
ably better than 0.92, but then the correction term is required
for obtaining quantitative agreement.

III. BIASED DIFFUSION

With a proper redefinition ofz, similar approximations
are obtained for biased diffusion,m.0. Begin by generaliz-
ing Eq. ~13! as11

p~x,tur !5
1

A4pDt
e2m~x2r1mDt/2!/2 @e2~x2r !2/4Dt

2e2~x1r !2/4Dt#. ~23!

The integral in Eq.~6! is then

G~ tur !5
1

2
@erfc~2z2!2emr erfc~z1!#, ~24!

where erfc is the complementary error function and we de-
fine

z6[r /A4Dt6mADt/2. ~25!

In the limit m50 one hasz25z15z, Eq. ~15!. Then, since
erfc(2x)511erf(x), Eq. ~24! reduces to Eq.~14!.

ForN51 the integral in Eq.~1! is again analytical,13 so
the one-sided span becomes

^S1~ t !&2mDt5ADt

p
e2m2Dt/4

2
1

2
mDt erfc~mADt/4!

1m21 erf~mADt/4!. ~26a!

The termmDt on the l.h.s. describes the drift due to the
applied linear potential~constant force!. Hence the r.h.s. may
be interpreted as the effect of the random motion itself. The
difference, ^S1(t)&2mDt, increases from zero initially as
A4Dt/p, but saturates at 1/m as t→`. This may be seen in
Fig. 2. Thus for an infinitely strong field̂S1&→mDt, as
expected. For a strong but finite field, the asymptotic expan-
sion of the error-function with respect tomADt gives

^S1~ t !&2mDt

A4Dt
;

1

2mADt S 12
2

mApDt
e2m2Dt/4D ,

~26b!

because the first two terms on the r.h.s. of Eq.~26a! cancel
identically. Thus, in the strong-field limit~largemADt), the
function (z2* ) plotted in Fig. 1 depends on the single dimen-
sionless variablemADt and becomes independent of it as
mADt→`. One might expect this property to carry over to
arbitrary N, except that the limiting value ofz2* becomes
larger than zero. In the opposite limit,m→0, a Taylor-
expansion of the last term on the r.h.s. of Eq.~26a! around
m50 gives

1

2 E
0

`

emr erfc~z1!dr5m21 erf~mADt/4!'ADt/p,

~27!

FIG. 1. The average span,^SN&, of N independently diffusing particles on
the line with and without a biasing field. The particles start from the same
point and their span is calculated for the down-field direction forN'3–
107. The two bold curves represent a numerical evaluation of the exact
integral, Eq.~1!, for m50 ~top! and mADt55 (m50.5, D51, t5100,
bottom!. For larger values ofmADt this result no longer changes. The
remaining data are from the approximations discussed in the text.

FIG. 2. The time-dependence of a single-particle span on the line for dif-
ferent biasing fields,m, as calculated from Eq.~26a!. Note how all the
curves start with the same slope and tend asymptotically to 1/m.
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So that together with them→0 limit of the first term on the
r.h.s. one regenerates Eq.~16!.

For largeN and mADt, the contribution fromz1 be-
comes negligible, so that one may keep only thez2 term in
Eq. ~24!. Thus,G and its derivatives simplify to

G~ tur !'erfc~2z2!/2,

dG~ tur !

dr
'

1

A4pDt
e2z2

2
,

d2G~ tur !

dr2
'2

1

4pDt
2Apz2e

2z2
2
. ~28!

These are used in the step-function approximation of Eqs.~8!
and~9!. Inserting into Eq.~12!, one obtains a transcendental
equation forz2* , the location of the step

~N21!e2z2
* 25Apz2* erfc~2z2* !, ~29!

analogous~but not identical! to Eq. ~17!. In particular, note
that erfc(2x)511erf(x).

Continuing similarly to the field-free case, Eq.~19!, one
might define a parameter,a, by

a[p@erfc~2z2* !#2. ~30!

Then Eq.~29! reduces to Eq.~20! with z* replaced byz2* .
However, it is not altogether clear how to seta so that Eq.
~20! with N51 coincides with Eq.~26a!.

Successive approximations in Eq.~20! give, as before

z2* [@^SN~ t !&2mDt#/A4Dt'Aln N2 lnAa ln N, ~31!

which represents our final approximation for the one-
dimensional span for diffusion with bias. The r.h.s. is ex-
pected to be independent of m and t in the limit
mADt→`, whena should be just a constant. An amusing
route to estimate this parameter begins with our observation
that in the field-free casea851.0, calculated from Eq.~19!
with z* (N51)51/Ap, is the appropriate value to use in Eq.
~22!. By analogy, we take the large-field limit in Eq.~26a!,
z2*→0, and insert it into Eq.~30! to yield

a85p erfc2~0!5p. ~32!

Figure 1 shows the large-field limit (mADt.5) for z2* in the
many-particle case~lower bold curve!. The circles, calcu-
lated from approximation~31! with a54 agree quantita-
tively with the exact result. Thusa85p ~triangles, Fig. 1! is
a good estimate fora.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work we have obtained useful approximations for
the average span of biased and unbiasedN-particle diffusion

in one-dimension using a unified yet pedestrian approach.
Physically, one wishes to determine how the mean distance
covered byN independent particles increases with time,t,
andN and whether it depends on the bias,m. Mathemati-
cally, what is required is a useful means for an accurate
evaluation of the corresponding integral in terms of the
above parameters.

Our approach is to assume that the integrand approaches
a step-function for largeN. This leads to a transcendental
equation for the span. Fortunately, this equation contains a
scaling factor,a, whose precise numerical value has little
effect on its largeN solution. Readjustinga to produce the
exact single-particle solution in the bias-free case results in
the transcendental equation being essentially exact over the
whole range oft andN. Using successive approximations,
one obtains an explicit expression for the span, including a
correction term to the leadingAt ln N behavior.

The case of bias~linear potential! proceeds by the same
route. While it is possible to derive an analytic expression for
the single-particle span, it is not clear how to implement it in
determining the parametera in the transcendental equation.
However, we are able to give an approximate estimate for its
use in the ensuing successive-approximation relation in the
large-field limit. As Fig. 1 showŝSN&2mDt is smaller in
this limit, whenmADt→`, than whenm50, but the differ-
ence between the two limits diminishes asN→`.
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